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Abstract
This paper discusses staffing under annualized hours. Staffing is
the selection of the most cost-efficient workforce to cover workforce
demand. Annualized hours measure working time per year instead
of per week, relaxing the restriction for employees to work the same
number of hours every week,
To solve the underlying combinatorial optimization problem this
paper develops a Cross-Entropy optimization implementation that in-
cludes a penalty function and a repair function to guarantee feasible
solutions. Our experimental results show Cross-Entropy optimization
is efficient across a broad range of instances, where real-life sized in-
stances are solved in seconds, which significantly outperforms an MILP
formulation solved with Cplex. In addition, the solution quality
of Cross-Entropy closely approaches the optimal solutions obtained
by Cplex. Our Cross-Entropy implementation offers an outstanding
method for real-time decision making, for example in response to un-
expected staff illnesses, and scenario analysis.
Keywords: Combinatorial Optimization, Cross-Entropy optimiza-
tion, annualized hours, personnel staffing, metaheuristics, knapsack
problem
1 Introduction
Businesses and institutions frequently have to make decisions on the contract-
mix and skill-mix of their workforce. In addition, some organizations have
∗corresponding author: Egbert.vanderVeen@ortec.com
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adapted the annualized hours regime (see, e.g., [24, 30]), which allows them
to measure working time per year, rather than per week or per month. This
extra flexibility implies decision making on the distribution of workforce ca-
pacity throughout the year. This is further complicated by both planned
absences (e.g., planned holidays and education) and expected, but unknown,
absences (e.g., illnesses). Moreover, in many settings demand for skilled
workers fluctuates throughout the year. Although workforce demand is un-
certain to some extent, we consider a deterministic variant, and assume that
operational demand deviations can be captured by letting employees work
extra or hiring subcontractors. Our main challenge is to distribute work-
force capacity such that demand for skilled workers is met as cost-efficiently
as possible, and unnecessary hiring of subcontractors is minimized.
The problem studied here considers two aspects that are in literature
often addressed separately. On the one hand we have the ‘staffing problem’,
which determines the ‘optimal’ workforce, and on the other hand we have
the ‘annualized hours’ problem, which is about distributing the workforce
capacity optimally over the year. We investigate how Cross-Entropy (CE)
optimization can be used to solve a problem that considers both staffing
and annualized hours. A problem we refer to as the staffing under annual-
ized hours (SUAH) problem. CE is widely used for rare event simulation,
but is also used to solve combinatorial optimization problems. In essence,
CE iteratively generates samples of solutions. Based on the best solutions
in a sample, the sampling distribution’s parameters are chosen to minimize
the Cross-Entropy ‘distance’ between a sampling distribution with these
sampling parameters, and the current sampling distribution. With these
updated parameters CE aims to generate better solutions in the next itera-
tion.
We apply CE optimization, which is successfully applied to problems re-
lated to SUAH, like the multidimensional knapsack problem (see, e.g., [22])
and the capacitated facility location problem (see, e.g., [7]). The objectives
of multidimensional knapsack and capacitated facility location are to select
an ‘optimal’ set of items and an ‘optimal’ set of (supply) locations respec-
tively. In [7] the capacitated facility location problem is solved using CE and
in [9, 19, 36] CE is used to solve (variants of) knapsack problems. In addition
to successful CE applications to related problems, metaheuristics, like tabu
search and simulated annealing, have also shown to work well on knapsack
problems [22]. An overview of related literature is found in Section 2.
The results of our CE implementation show that, across a broad range
of instances, CE considerably outperforms an MILP implementation solved
with Cplex. Specifically instances with 10 or more planning periods, the
periods over which the annualized hours problem distributes available ca-
pacity, are solved relatively quickly by CE. In practice, the planning horizon
often contains dozens of planning periods, for example, if the planning hori-
zon is subdivided into weeks, there are 52 planning periods in a year. The
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CE implementation solves all our instances in matters of seconds and finds
solutions close to or very close to optimal. Due to an imposed time limit
of an hour, occasionally CE even finds better solutions than Cplex. Since
CE is designed for single-objective unconstrained optimization problems,
we included repair functions in our approach to guarantee feasible solutions.
Given its solution speed and quality, CE is the preferred solution method for
quickly analyzing multiple input scenarios. Also CE is well-suited for assess-
ing the effect of changes in parameter values, for example holiday requests
or illnesses.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses literature on
combinatorial optimization problems related to the SUAH problem, and on
CE applications to combinatorial optimization problems. Section 3 gives
a mathematical description of SUAH. Next, Section 4 describes the CE
optimization method, how we employ it to solve the SUAH problem, and
further motivates why we use CE optimization by comparing it to other
optimization methods. After this, Section 5 presents our CE implementation
and Section 6 gives numerical results. Conclusions and recommendations are
presented in Section 7.
2 Literature
This section discusses literature. To our knowledge, there is no literature
that considers both cost-efficient staffing and annualized hours as in the
problem that is studied in this paper. However, separately both problems
have been studied, as discussed in Section 2.1. After that, Section 2.2
discusses applications of Cross-Entropy optimization to combinatorial op-
timization problems.
2.1 Staffing under annualized hours literature
This section first discusses literature on staffing problems. After that, an-
nualized hours literature is discussed.
The classical staffing problem as in [33] determines the number of em-
ployees needed to cover a given workload, where employees are consid-
ered equal, whereas we consider employees with different contract-sizes. In
[6, 11, 39] staffing problems in production planning settings are studied,
which are modeled as two-stage processes. The first stage decides on the
necessary capacity investment. After that, when demand realizations be-
come known, the second stage decides on capacity allocation. These papers
focus mainly on profits that are induced by production capacities and de-
mand. In [29] a staffing problem is studied in which employees can be hired
and fired per period. A fixed demand is given per period and the number
of hours an employee works is fixed per period. In addition, shortages are
allowed, but lead to a penalty. The decisions in [29] are mainly about when
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to hire and fire employees, without considering annualized hours. In [20] a
staffing problem is solved where demands are expressed in shifts per period,
under constraints on both the number and sequences of shifts employees can
work, but without considering annualized hours.
Variants of the annualized hours problem are studied in [28, 27], where
schedules are created explicitly, which differs from our problem. Also em-
ployees are considered equivalent in terms of number of hours and sequences
of shifts they are allowed to work. In [34] shorter solving times are obtained
after reformulating an MILP that models a problem closely related to ours.
In [13, 15, 16] MILP approaches are proposed to solve the annualized hours
problem for a fixed number of employees. Also the lower and upper bounds
on the working hours per period are the same for all employees. In [2, 3]
MILP approaches are proposed to solve an annualized hours problem, with
demands expressed in the number of shifts, and constraints on the number
and sequences of shifts employees can work. Again the number of employ-
ees is minimized, with the employees considered equivalent. A classification
scheme for annualized hours problems is proposed by [14].
This paper considers cost-efficient staffing combined with annualized
hours.
2.2 CE applied to combinatorial optimization problems
CE is applied to a variety of combinatorial optimization problems. Some
of these problems are closely related to our problem. In [19] CE is used to
solve a single-dimensional knapsack problem, with ρ dependent on t, and
a ‘repair’ strategy is applied to ‘repair’ infeasible sample solutions. In [9]
CE is again applied to the single-dimensional knapsack problem, but then
with setups: a fixed cost is incurred if an item is selected and a variable
profit is earned depending on the ‘integer’ usage of this item. Here, a repair
strategy is also used to deal with sample solutions that do not satisfy all the
problem constraints. As indicated in Section 4, in [7] large-scale capacitated
facility location problems are solved by CE. This problem is similar to ours,
see Section 3. Although literature does not report on CE applications to
solve the multidimensional knapsack problem, the Matlab File Exchange
Central holds a script for this problem [32], see Section 6.
Applications of CE to combinatorial optimization problems that are less
related to our problem are found in, e.g., [8] that solves a capacitated lot-
sizing problem with setup times. Moreover, [35, 18, 38, 25] solve traveling
salesman problems (TSP) using CE, and [36, 18, 37] solve the max-cut prob-
lem using CE. In [36], a variant of CE is applied, with the updating rule
(18), and applications to numerous combinatorial optimization problems are
also found in this paper. These include, single-dimensional knapsack, mul-
tiple knapsack, bipartite matching, satisfiability, and counting the number
of feasible solutions for integer programming. In [1, 10, 26] network re-
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liability optimization problems are solved by using CE. A multi-objective
optimization problem is solved in [5].
3 Problem description
Consider a workforce planning problem over a finite planning horizon T .
Employing staff is subject to cost and availability constraints. Employees,
indexed by i = 1, . . . ,m, are employed throughout the whole planning hori-
zon at a cost ci. The number of working hours employee i is available during
T is wi. Furthermore, the time horizon T is discretized into time periods,
indexed by j = 1, . . . , n, in which there is a demand for a number of working
hours, d1, . . . , dn. In addition, we have lower and upper bounds on the num-
ber of hours employee i should and can work during period j, denoted by
lij and uij , respectively. Here, lij represents the minimal number of hours
employee i is paid for and uij represents the maximum number of hours
employee i is available in period j. It is assumed that uij ≥ lij ≥ 0. The
objective is to select a subset of the employees and determine their work-
ing hours during every period j, such that demand is met in each period,
and the number of hours the selected employees work is within the capacity
restrictions. Furthermore, the cost of the employees should be minimized.
We refer to this problem as the staffing under annualized hours (SUAH)
problem.
Let xi indicate whether employee i is part of the workforce (xi = 1) or
not (xi = 0), and let wij denote the number of hours employee i works in
period j. The objective is to minimize the cost of the employed workforce:
m∑
i=1
cixi. (1a)
Three constraints are implied on the selection of employees. First, in every
period j demand has to be met:
m∑
i=1
wij ≥ dj j = 1, . . . , n. (1b)
Second, the number of hours an employee works throughout the planning
horizon equals wi if the employee is part of the workforce, and 0 otherwise:
n∑
j=1
wij = wixi i = 1, . . . ,m. (1c)
Third, per period, per employee, wij must lie within the given lower and
upper bounds, if the employee is part of the workforce, and equal 0 otherwise:
lijxi ≤ wij ≤ uijxi i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n. (1d)
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Finally, for xi we have:
xi ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, . . . ,m. (1e)
Model (1) now states an MILP formulation of SUAH.
Note that the multidimensional knapsack problem is the special case
of (1) where lij = uij . Also note that this problem is closely related to
the capacitated facility location problem (CFLP), if we regard the facilities
and destinations of CFLP as the employees and planning periods of SUAH.
However, there are two important differences. First, in SUAH there is no
transportation cost cij . Second, and more importantly, SUAH has lower
(lij) and upper (uij) bounds on the amount transported from location i to
destination j. Adding these bounds to CFLP increases the complexity. For
CFLP to be feasible it is sufficient to have
∑m
i=1wixi ≥
∑n
i=j dj , whereas
for SUAH it is not.
4 Solution Method
This section discusses the Cross-Entropy optimization (CE) method. In ad-
dition to solving and modeling the staffing under annualized hours (SUAH)
problem as MILP as in formulation (1), we apply CE to solve SUAH. Sec-
tion 4.1 gives a general description of the CE optimization technique, and,
after that, Section 4.2 motivates why we use CE to solve SUAH. The details
of our CE implementation are discussed in Section 5.
4.1 Cross-Entropy optimization
The CE method was initially developed during the late 1990s [35]. Loosely
speaking, CE is a self-learning importance sampling (IS) method. Impor-
tance sampling is a well-known technique for rare event simulation. However,
CE is also applied to many combinatorial optimization problems.
A general introduction to CE, that is more elaborate than presented
here, is found in [18, 38]. CE is an iterative method that generates samples
of solutions, and in every iteration based on ‘good’ solutions, the sampling
distribution’s parameters are updated such that better solutions are gener-
ated in the next iteration.
To make this more formal, we closely follow the approach in [18]. In
this paper we consider the general 0-1 binary minimization problem, with
performance evaluation function S : X → R, where X ⊂ {0, 1}m represents
the feasible region. We want to minimize S over X , i.e., find x∗ such that:
S(x∗) = min
x∈X
S(x) = γ∗. (2)
CE aims to find x∗ by iteratively generating random samples from the family
of random variables X(v) with probability distribution function f(x; v), x ∈
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X , v ∈ V , where V is a set of parameter values. In this paper we let f(x; v)
be the Bernoulli distribution:
f(x; v) =
m∏
i=1
vxii (1− vi)
1−xi . (3)
Now, for x ∈ X , v ∈ V, and γ ∈ R, let:
lv(γ) = Pv{S(X
(v)) ≤ γ} = EvI{S(X(v))≤γ} =
∑
x∈X
I{S(x)≤γ}f(x; v), (4)
where the indicator function IA = 1 if A occurs, and 0 otherwise.
CE iterates over the set V to estimate γ∗ and x∗, and the corresponding
0-1 vector v∗ ∈ V , such that X(v
∗) = x∗. Hence, X(v
∗) is a deterministic
random variable with all mass at x∗. The estimation problem (4) is often
referred to as the associated stochastic problem (ASP).
For N i.i.d. random variables X1, . . . , XN distributed as X
(v), an unbi-
ased estimator of lv(γ) is:
1
N
N∑
i=1
I{S(Xi)≤γ}. (5)
However, when {S(Xi) ≤ γ} is a rare event, a huge number of samples
has to be generated. An alternative to this, which is used in CE, is based
on importance sampling (IS). Take a random sample X1, . . . , XN with a
different density g(x) on X , and evaluate lv(γ) using the likelihood-ratio
(LR) estimator:
l̂v(γ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
I{S(Xi)≤γ}
f(Xi; v)
g(Xi)
. (6)
The best way to estimate lv(γ), see [18], is to use a change of measure with
density. The optimal g∗(x) would be:
g∗(x) =
I{S(x)≤γ}f(x; v)
lv(γ)
, (7)
since inserting (7) in (6) gives:
l̂v(γ) = lv(γ). (8)
This is infeasible as g∗(x) depends on the unknown lv(γ). Furthermore, it
is convenient to choose g∗(x) from the family of probability distributions
f(x; v). The idea in CE optimization is to choose v such that the distance
between g∗(x) and f(x; v) is minimized. A convenient measure of distance
between two densities g(x) and h(x) is the CE distance, also referred to as
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the Kullback-Leibler distance. The CE distance between g(x) and h(x) is
defined as:
D (g(x);h(x)) = Eg(x)
[
log
(
g(x)
h(x)
)]
=
∫
g(x) log g(x)dx−
∫
g(x) log h(x)dx. (9)
Minimizing the CE distance between g∗(x) and f(x; v) over v is equivalent
to:
max
v
∫
x∈X
g∗(x) log f(x; v)dx. (10)
Substituting g∗(x) from (7) in (10) gives:
max
v
∫
x∈X
I{S(x)≤γ}f(x;u)
l(γ)
log f(x; v)dx, (11)
which is equivalent to:
max
v
EuI{S(·)≤γ} log f(·; v). (12)
Given a sample X1, . . . , XN , which are generated under pdf f(·;u), we can
estimate v from:
vˆ = argmax
v
1
N
N∑
i=1
I{S(Xi)≤γˆ} log f(Xi; v), (13)
where we let γˆ be the (1 − ρ)-quantile of the performances, i.e., sort the
S(Xi) on decreasing value: S(1), . . . , S(N) and let:
γˆ = S(⌊(1−ρ)N⌋). (14)
In [18] is shown that, if V is the set of Bernoulli(v) distributions, the CE
distance (9) is minimized for:
vˆi =
∑N
k=1 I{S(Xk)≤γˆ}Xk,i∑N
k=1 I{S(Xk)≤γˆ}
, (15)
where Xk,i and vˆi denote the i-th element of Xk and vˆ, respectively.
Note that updating rule (15) appeals to intuition, since it sets vˆi as the
fraction of the number of times that element i is present in the 1−ρ sample
quantile. Note that - except for the indicator functions - (15) equals the
maximum likelihood estimator for vˆ.
In order to approximate γ∗ and v∗ we update γ and v iteratively as in
equation (14) and (15), respectively.
Using these, we get the algorithmic representation of CE optimization
as in Algorithm 4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1. Cross-Entropy algorithm (for optimization).
1. Let vˆ0 = u, for some initial distribution parameter u. Let N denote
the sample size, and let d ∈ N\ {0}, and 0 < ρ < 1 be given. Set t = 1
(iteration counter).
2. Generate a sampleX1, . . . , XN from the density f(·; vˆt−1) and compute
the sample (1− ρ)-quantile γˆt of the performances, as in (14)
3. Use the same sample X1, . . . , XN and choose vˆt ∈ V such that the CE
distance D (f(·; vˆt−1), f(·; vˆt)) as defined in (9) between f(·; vˆt−1) and
f(·; vˆt) is minimized.
4. If:
γˆt = γˆt−1 = . . . = γˆt−d, (16)
then stop. Otherwise set t = t+ 1 and return to 2.
According to [8], CE generates a population of binary vectors under a
Bernoulli distribution of parameter v, evaluates each binary solution in terms
of objective function value, and updates v with the aim of generating a better
population in the next iteration.
Often updating rule (15) is replaced by
vˆt,i = λ
∑N
k=1 I{S(Xk)≤γˆt}Xk,i∑N
k=1 I{S(Xk)≤γˆt}
+ (1− λ)vˆt−1,i, (17)
for some 0 < λ < 1, in order to prevent the CE method from converging
too quickly [18]. In addition, [17, 31] let λ depend on t, i.e., replace λ
by λt in (17), to achieve this. We want to prohibit that CE converges
too quickly, because once an entry of vˆt is fixed to 0 or 1, only sample
solutions with (if the entry is fixed to 1) or without (if the entry is fixed
to 0) the corresponding element are generated. Another way to control the
convergence of CE is to let ρ depend on t [19]. In [17, 31] conditions for
λt are presented for the CE method to convergence to an optimal solution
of the combinatorial optimization problem asymptotically with probability
1. Furthermore, [17] presents some necessary and sufficient conditions on λt
for f(x; vˆt) to converge with probability 1 to a unit mass located at some
solution candidate x.
In the literature several other improvements to CE exist. In [36] it is
suggested to use
vˆt,i =
∑N
k=1 S(Xk)I{S(Xt
k
)≤γˆt}Xk,i∑N
k=1 S(Xk)I{S(Xt
k
)≤γˆt}
, (18)
instead of (15). It is argued in [36] that this updating rule is, in general,
at least as fast and accurate as (15) and it has a stronger mathematical
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foundation. Another improvement is described in [7]. There, in every it-
eration local search is applied to the best elements of the sample solution.
According to [7], better quality solutions are obtained for the problem they
study when embedding local search in CE, but at the cost of some additional
computation time.
In its basic form CE cannot handle constraint optimization problems,
and is used to solve single objective optimization problems. When applying
CE to constrained combinatorial optimization problems, such as the knap-
sack problem or the staffing under annualized hours problem, the generation
of infeasible intermediate or final solutions has to be prevented. There are
two main approaches to deal with this. A first approach is to penalize in-
feasibility, see, e.g., [1, 10, 17]. A second approach is to repair infeasible
solutions, see, e.g., [9, 19]. In our implementation, we choose to penalize
infeasibility, which is discussed in detail in Section 5, next to a possible
application of repair functions.
4.2 Solution strategy motivation
This section motivates why we use CE to solve the SUAH problem.
CE is a metaheuristic approach such as simulated annealing, genetic al-
gorithms, and tabu search. These metaheuristics all iteratively try to find
better solutions based on the current and previously found solutions. As
discussed in Section 4.1, CE iteratively generates samples of solutions and
updates sampling parameters based on the ‘good’ solutions such that in the
next iteration better sample solutions are generated. Iterations are contin-
ued until the best solution does not change for a set number of iterations,
after which CE terminates and returns the best solution found. Whereas
most metaheuristics often jump from one solution to another, CE jumps
between sampling parameter values.
Metaheuristics provide the best near optimal solutions for the multi-
dimensional knapsack problem (MKP), see [22]. SUAH is a generalization
of the widely studied MKP, since SUAH reduces to MKP by letting lij = uij
and rewriting model (1) by removing redundant constraints and replacing
wij by lij . According to [22], the success of exact approaches, like ILP
and constraint programming, to solve MKP is limited. Metaheuristic ap-
proaches, like a tabu search approach combined with dynamic programming
provide the best near-optimal solutions for the larger MKP test instances
(up to 30 constraints and a few hundred variables). Therefore we explore
metaheuristics to solve SUAH.
CE has proven to be successful on problems closely related to SUAH.
Although CE is not applied to MKP, it shows some success on variants of
(single) knapsack problems, see Section 2.2. In addition, CE is successfully
applied to the capacitated facility location problem [7], which is also closely
related to SUAH. Hence we choose to apply CE to SUAH.
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In our numerical experiments we use MILP that given sufficient compu-
tation time gives an optimal solution, which also enables us to report on the
solution quality of CE.
5 Implementation
The objective of model (1) is to select the most cost-efficient set of employees
that is able to cover demand. We use Cross-Entropy (CE) optimization to
solve this problem. For our problem we use CE to select the items, which is
the “hard” part of our problem. When the set of selected items is known,
an easy network flow problem remains, see Section 5.1. Similar approaches
are found in, e.g., [9, 8], where the idea is to reduce complexity by letting
CE intelligently guess which ‘items’ to select. In Section 5.2 we describe
how CE is used to select a set of employees, i.e., determine values for xi.
Note that, as outlined in Section 4, CE in its basic form is designed to
solve single-objective unconstrained problems. In Section 5.3 we discuss how
we use feasibility conditions to incorporate demand constraints. However,
since this approach does not necessarily lead to feasible solutions either,
which is needed for practical applications, Section 5.4 discusses how repair
functions can be used to guarantee feasible solutions. Section 5.5 discusses
some details of our implementation of CE in Matlab.
5.1 Annualized hours for given employees
If the values of xi are known, the annualized hours problem is easily solved,
since for given values of xi (1) can be rewritten such that there are no
lower bounds on wij , except for nonnegativity. Let M = {i|xi = 1} and
w¯ij = wij − lij , u¯ij = uij − lij , w¯i = wi −
∑n
j=1 lij and d¯j = d¯j −
∑n
j=1 lij
then (1) reduces to:
find w¯ij (19a)
s.t.
∑
i∈M
w¯ij ≥ d¯j j = 1, . . . , n (19b)
n∑
j=1
w¯ij = w¯i i ∈M (19c)
0 ≤ w¯ij ≤ u¯ij i ∈M ; j = 1, . . . , n. (19d)
Instead of an MILP we now have an LP, which is solvable by polynomial
time algorithms. Moreover, (19) is a network feasibility problem [21, 23],
for which special purpose algorithms exist.
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5.2 Initialization
This section describes how our CE method is initialized. In many CE im-
plementations that involve binary variables, v0 is set to
(
1
2 ,
1
2 , . . . ,
1
2
)
, see,
e.g., [8, 26]. However, in our implementation we choose to set
v0 =
(∑n
j=1 dj∑m
i=1wi
, . . . ,
∑n
j=1 dj∑m
i=1wi
)
. (20)
The fraction
∑n
j=1 dj/
∑m
i=1wi equals the expected number of items needed
for a solution to be feasible, if we ignore per time period demand constraints
and only look at total capacity and total demand. Therefore, every gener-
ated solution has in expectation the number of items needed for a solution
to be feasible. This way, the CE implementation converges faster and the
probability to get stuck at infeasible solutions decreases.
5.3 Feasibility conditions
First, after a set of items is selected, feasibility can be checked by solving
the network feasibility problem (19). Although this problem is polynomially
solvable, it has to be solved for at least the best ρ percent samples in every
iteration of the CE algorithm, which is quite time consuming if it has to be
done often.
Therefore, we incorporate two feasibility conditions on the annualized
hours problem into the staffing problem. Firstly, the total permitted num-
ber of employee working hours should be larger than or equal to the total
demand, which is expressed by:
m∑
i=1
wixi ≥
n∑
j=1
dj . (21)
Secondly, the maximum permitted number of employee working hours in
every period j should be larger than or equal to dj , which is expressed by:
m∑
i=1
uijxi ≥ dj for j = 1, . . . , n. (22)
Unfortunately, conditions (21) and (22) are necessary, but not sufficient
feasibility conditions. The only sufficient condition for a network problem to
be feasible, which we know of, is to solve it using a network flow formulation
or an LP formulation.
We incorporate (21) and (22) into the CE implementation, by penalizing
violations in the objective function. The objective function is then given by:
S(x) =
m∑
i=1
cixi + β1

 n∑
j=1
dj −
m∑
i=1
wixi


+
+ β2
n∑
j=1
(
dj −
m∑
i=1
uijxi
)+
,
(23)
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where (x)+ = max{x, 0} and β1, β2 > 0. The first part of the objective
function represents the cost of the workforce, the second and the third part
represent penalties caused by violating (21) and (22), respectively.
5.4 Repair functions
The approach of Section 5.3 does not guarantee solutions to be feasible, also
large values of β1, β2 in (23) do not guarantee solutions to be feasible. The
feasibility conditions (21) and (22) are necessary, but not sufficient. How-
ever, we can guarantee solutions to be feasible by adding a repair function
that ‘repairs’ infeasible solutions. In particular, using the network flow fea-
sibility problem (19) we can check whether a given solution is feasible. If it
is not feasible we invoke a repair strategy.
For this, we introduce an extension to model (19) that incorporate slack
variables δj in the demand constraints as follows:
min
n∑
j=1
δj (24a)
s.t.
∑
i∈M
w¯ij + δj ≥ d¯j j = 1, . . . , n (24b)
n∑
j=1
w¯ij = w¯i i ∈M (24c)
0 ≤ w¯ij ≤ u¯ij i ∈M ; j = 1, . . . , n (24d)
0 ≤ δj j = 1, . . . , n. (24e)
The objective of (24) represents the demand that the employees in M to-
gether are unable to cover.
Furthermore, let:
j′ = arg max
j=1,...,n
δj , (25)
j′ denotes the index of the demand constraint for which we have the largest
slack. Let i′:
i′ = argmax
i/∈M
{
ci
uij′ − lij′
}
. (26)
From the set of employees not in M , employee i′ can contribute to covering
the demand in demand constraint j′ most cost-efficiently.
Algorithm 5.1 represents the repair strategy we invoke.
Algorithm 5.1. Repair strategy
1. Let M be the solution of CE. If it is feasible: done. Otherwise, go
to 2.
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2. Let δ be the solution to (24). Let j′ be the solution of (25), and i′
be the solution of (26). Let M ′ = M ∪ {i′}. If M ′ offers a feasible
solution: done. Otherwise, re-iterate using M ′.
5.5 Software implementation
The CE method is implemented in Matlab. For a fair comparison between
CE and (not fine-tuned) Cplex, a Matlab script from [32], designed to
solve the basic multidimensional knapsack problem with CE, is adapted to
make it suitable to solve SUAH. Our adaptations to [32] include incorporat-
ing initialization rule (20), and modifying the objective function into (23).
In our implementation we choose to set:
β1 = β2 =
2 + 2
∑m
i=1 ci
max
i=1,...,m
max
j=1,...,n
(lij + uij)
, (27)
which is analoguous to the (single) β parameter used in [32], so as to stay
close to the basic CE implementation of [32]. The intuition behind these
parameter values is that if maxi=1,...,mmaxj=1,...,n (lij + uij) is small, it is
more likely that solutions are obtained where
∑m
i=1 uijxi is smaller than
dj for some j. To prohibit CE from getting stuck at these solutions we
want β1, β2 to be larger for instances where maxi=1,...,mmaxj=1,...,n (lij + uij)
is small. The other way around, when maxi=1,...,mmaxj=1,...,n (lij + uij) is
larger, β1, β2 are smaller, since for these instances it is less likely that solu-
tions are obtained where
∑m
i=1 uijxi is smaller than dj . Determining good
values for β1, β2 is a trade-off. On the one hand, large β1, β2 make it more
likely to end up with feasible solutions, but, on the other hand, they make
it less likely to find a (near) optimal solution; larger β1, β2 ‘push’ CE harder
away from the boundary of the feasible region, where the optimal solutions
lie.
6 Experimental results
This section discusses the experimental results. The CE implementation de-
scribed in Section 5 is compared with an MILP implementation of (1). The
MILP instances are encoded as MPS-files and solved with a pre-compiled
Cplex 11.0 binary. We let Cplex stop when the instances are solved to
optimality, that is when the integrality gap is less than 0.01%, or if the solv-
ing time exceeds 3600 seconds. We did not perform extensive tuning on the
parameters of Cplex. The auto-tuner of Cplex did not suggest parame-
ter values that would be useful in general for solving the SUAH instances.
Furthermore, we did no fine-tuning of CE parameters such that we compare
two not fine-tuned implementations. All experiments are performed on an
Intel Centrino Duo CPU 2.20 GHz, 3.0 GB of RAM.
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Section 6.1 discusses the instances on which we test both implementa-
tions. After that, Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, evaluate the solving time and
the solution quality of both implementations, respectively. As discussed in
Section 5 we guarantee feasible solutions using the repair function discussed
in Section 5.4 could be used.
6.1 Test instances
The implementation is tested on generated instances. We generate multi-
dimensional knapsack problem instances that are transformed into SUAH
instances. The objective function of a multidimensional knapsack covering
problem is equal to (1a) and it has n constraints of the form:
a1jx1 + a2jx2 + . . .+ amjxm ≥ dj j = 1, . . . , n. (28)
The multidimensional knapsack instances are generated with the method of
[12]. The values of aij are discrete uniform random numbers from [0, 1000].
Furthermore, dj = α
∑m
i=1 aij , where α is a tightness ratio specifying ap-
proximately the fraction of the total number of items that are needed for
a solution to be feasible. We generate problem instances with the number
of variables m set to 10, 20, . . . , 100, and the number of constraints n set to
5, 10, . . . , 50. For every m-n combination 30 problem instances are gener-
ated. Just as in [12], we have α = 14 for the first ten problems instances,
α = 12 for the next ten instances, and α =
3
4 for the remaining ten instances.
The objective function coefficients ci are generated as:
ci =
n∑
j=1
aij
n
+ 500qi i = 1, . . . ,m (29)
where qi is a real uniform random number from (0, 1). According to [12]
instances where the ci and the aij are correlated are harder to solve than
when they are not correlated. We generate ten SUAH instances from every
multidimensional knapsack instance by setting lij = (1 − p)aij and uij =
(1 + p)aij for p =
1
10 ,
2
10 , . . . , 1, and setting wi =
∑n
j=1 aij . Here, p is the
annualized hours parameter indicating the percentage we are allowed to
over-staff or under-staff in a planning period. In total, we thus generate
10 · 10 · 30 · 10 = 30000 instances.
We generate these instances instead of the instances of [12] that are made
publicly available [4], since the instances we generate better fit with our
underlying practical application. In the SUAH problem it is typical to have
up to 100 employees (variables) and up to 50 planning periods (constraints).
For example, if a planning period is a week and the planning horizon is a
year, we have 52 planning periods in the planning horizon.
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6.2 Solving time
This section compares solving times of both implementations. We examine
the effect of the number of variables m, the number of constraints n, the
density parameter α, and the annualized hours parameter p on the solving
time of both CE and MILP.
6.2.1 Effect of m on solving time
Figure 1 shows the effect of the number of variables on solving times of CE
and Cplex for n = 40. In the left figure solving times are averaged over α
and p, in the figure on the right medians are computed.
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Figure 1: Mean (left) and median (right) solving time as function of m for
n = 40
From Figure 1 we observe that Cplex needs far more solving time than
CE. Interesting to note is that for m = 40 Cplex needs on average the
most time. We think that for small m Cplex is able to relatively quickly
obtain a solution, since the number of solutions is limited, and that for
larger m (m ≥ 50) there are many good solutions, which makes it easier
for Cplex to find one. Also note that the average solving time of Cplex
is strongly influenced by a small number of instances that are for Cplex
hard to solve; the difference between CE and Cplex is smaller when we
look at the medians. We also observe that the CE solving time is almost
constant. For other values of m, for which the graphs are not shown here,
similar effects were observed.
6.2.2 Effect of n on solving time
Figure 2 shows the effect of the number of constraints on the solving time
of CE and Cplex for m = 30. Again, in the left figure solving times are
averaged over α and p, and the right figure shows medians.
Figure 2 shows that both the mean and median solving time of Cplex
increases with the number of constraints, which we think is caused by the
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Figure 2: Mean (left) and median (right) solving time as function of n for
m = 30
increasing computation time of the simplex method for an increasing num-
ber of constraints. For CE both the mean and the median solving time
stay about the same when the number of constraints increases, which is
logical since m only influences the computational effort needed to compute
(23), which is, from a computational point, only a minor part of the CE
implementation.
6.2.3 Effect of α on solving time
Table 1 shows the effect of the density parameter α on the solving time
required by both CE and MILP.
Table 1: Effect of α on solving time
solving time CE solving time MILP
α min max mean median min max mean median
1/4 0.1 3.7 0.9 0.7 0.0 3600.0 463.1 19.8
1/2 0.1 5.5 1.1 0.9 0.0 3600.0 293.1 7.1
3/4 0.1 4.1 0.9 0.7 0.0 3600.0 98.1 4.2
Table 1 shows that CE needs the most time to solve instances with
α = 12 . For these instances about half of the total items are selected in
the optimal solution, and the number of ways to select x items out of a
set of y items is the largest for x = 12y. Hence, CE in expectation needs
more iterations before no improvements are found anymore. The solving
time Cplex needs decreases for increasing α. For smaller α less items are
selected in the optimal solution, which implies a smaller objective function
value and hence the margin for the integrality gap is smaller. We think this
makes it for Cplex harder to find and return a solution for smaller α.
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6.2.4 Effect of p on solving time
Figure 3 shows the effect of the value of the annualized hours parameter p
on the solving time of CE and Cplex. In the left figure solving times are
averaged over m, n, and α, and in the right figure medians are computed.
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Figure 3: Mean (left) and median (right) solving time as function of p
From Figure 3 it is observed that the MILP instances are solved faster as
p increases. We think this is a consequence of the larger difference between
lij and uij in the instances where p is larger. In these cases, the bounds on
wij are less tight, making it easier for Cplex to find a solution. For CE
both the mean and median solving time remain approximately the same for
increasing values p. This is logical since the computational effort of CE is
independent of the values of lij and uij .
6.2.5 Unsolved MILP instances
The number of MILP instances Cplex is unable to solve within an hour is
summarized in Table 2.
In Table 2 we see, for every m-n combination the number of unsolved
instances. For small m (m ≤ 30) and small n (n ≤ 10) Cplex solved most
instances within the hour. However, for larger m and n many instances are
not solved within the hour. Interesting to note is that for m = 40 Cplex
has the most unsolved instances. We think that for small m, Cplex is able
to quickly obtain a solution since the number of solutions is limited, and
that for larger m (m ≥ 50) there are many good solutions, which makes it
easier for Cplex to find a good solution, recall our discussion in Section
6.2.1.
6.3 Solution quality
This section compares the quality of the solutions produced by CE and
Cplex. The solution quality is defined as the objective value of the solution
divided by the solution of the linear programming relaxation of the MILP.
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Table 2: CPLEX unsolved instances
m
n 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 4
10 0 0 0 11 5 4 5 7 0 1
15 0 0 0 13 11 14 7 17 21 12
20 0 0 1 27 14 18 21 12 9 6
25 0 0 4 40 27 16 18 13 23 9
30 0 0 11 68 24 20 17 27 25 24
35 0 0 16 69 26 23 22 30 26 12
40 0 0 19 103 28 26 31 23 15 20
45 0 0 24 91 32 33 43 30 17 28
50 0 0 24 91 32 39 52 31 33 38
For less than 1% of the instances CE produces an infeasible solution. These
instances are ignored during the comparison of the solution quality of CE
and Cplex.
The largest observed integrality gap for Cplex is 9.6%. The average
and median integrality gap are 0.06% and 0.01%, respectively. The worst
performance of CE compared to the relaxation is 44.8%, which is relatively
large, however on average it is 0.77% and the median is 0.12%. In practice,
the error in the input data of the latter two figures is likely to be larger.
Excluding the solutions for which the repair function needs to be applied,
the worst performance of CE compared to the relaxation is 16.2%. More
advanced repair functions probably improve on this worst performance fig-
ure. For some instances CE even performs better than Cplex. Since Cplex
stops as soon as the integrality gap drops below 0.01%, CE sometimes finds
a better solution. This solution is only slightly better, since the integrality
gap is already smaller than 0.01%.
6.3.1 Effect of m and n on solution quality
In Figure 4, for both CE and Cplex, mean solution qualities are computed.
The solution qualities are averaged over α and p. The left figure shows the
effect of the number of variables m on the solution quality for n = 15, and
the right figure shows, for m = 30, the effect of the number of constraints n
on the mean solution quality.
From Figure 4 we observe that neither the number of variables nor the
number of constraints has a clear effect on the solution quality. Although
we observe that the solution quality of Cplex is on average better than the
solution quality of CE, the effects are small.
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Figure 4: Mean solution quality as function of m for n = 15 (left) and as
function of n for m = 30 (right)
6.3.2 Effect of α on solution quality
Table 3 shows the effect of the density paramter α on the solution quality.
For each value of α the best, worst, mean, and median solution quality are
shown.
Table 3: Effect of α on solution quality (integrality gap)
CE MILP
α best worst mean median best worst mean median
0.25 0.0% 44.8% 1.3% 0.2% 0.0% 9.6% 0.13% 0.0%
0.50 0.0% 23.0% 0.6% 0.1% 0.0% 2.7% 0.03% 0.0%
0.75 0.0% 18.3% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 1.0% 0.01% 0.0%
As Table 3 shows the solution quality increases as α increases if looking
at the worst and mean solution quality. We think this is caused by the fact
that for larger α more items need to be selected in the optimal solution,
which gives more freedom in the problem instance and makes it easier to
find a good solution.
6.3.3 Effect of p on solution quality
In Figure 5 solution qualities are averaged over m, n, and α, and shown as
a function of the annualized hours parameter p.
From Figure 5 we observe that the solution quality is better for increasing
p for both CE and Cplex. We think this is a consequence of the larger
difference between lij and uij in the instances where p is larger. In these
cases, the bounds on wij are less tight. Provided that total capacity exceeds
total demand, this makes it easier to find a solution, since there are less
restrictions on the distribution of total capacity over all planning periods.
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Figure 5: Mean (left) and median (right) solution quality as function of p
7 Conclusions and discussion
This paper studies the staffing under annualized hours (SUAH) problem.
SUAH determines the optimal contract-mix of a workforce while applying
annualized hours. We investigated the potential of Cross-Entropy (CE) opti-
mization, a technique known from rare event simulation, to solve the SUAH
problem. For this, we implemented CE in Matlab. Our CE implementa-
tion includes a penalty function and a repair function to guarantee solutions
to be feasible. In addition to the CE implementation, we modeled the SUAH
problem as an MILP that is solved by Cplex.
For practical applications, opportunities for improving our CE imple-
mentation exist. First, simulations to optimize the penalty parameters of
the model could be run. In addition, improved or alternative penalty func-
tions may be implemented. Second, updating schemes for the model pa-
rameters λt, ρt and Nt could be used. In [19, 17, 31] some success with
this is mentioned, and conditions on λt for asymptotic optimality of CE are
derived in [17, 31]. We implemented updating rule (18) of [36], but this had
no noticeable positive effect for our CE implementation.
In total we generated 30000 test instances. We observe that CE solves
the instances much faster than Cplex. CE is able to produce high-quality
solutions in matters of seconds. For most instances Cplex produces the
best solution, but for many instances it requires much more time to solve
them. Moreover, for 1738 instances (5.8%), Cplex is not able to find the
optimal solution within our time limit of one hour. Especially for larger
instances that are in size comparable to real-life instances, Cplex requires
much time to solve them, if solved at all within an hour. This makes our
CE implementation well-suited for data validation and scenario-analysis, like
evaluating the consequences of holiday requests and last-minute illnesses. In
addition, for applications that have the SUAH problem, or a related problem,
as a subproblem it is worthwhile to consider CE to solve these subproblems.
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